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Abstract

The observation of2hJiso(N, N) coupling has prompted considerable interest in this phenomenon from experimen-
talists and theoreticians due to the potential these couplings hold for the determination of secondary and tertiary
structure in biologically important molecules. Here, we present an ab initio (MCSCF) study of the complete2hJ(N,
N) tensor for a model methyleneimine dimer system as a function of (i) the N-N separation,rNN, and (ii ) the
hydrogen bond angle,θ. This simple system models the2hJ(N, N) tensor of nucleic acid base pairs. Results
indicate that although the Fermi-contact mechanism dominates2hJiso(N, N), the coupling tensor is anisotropic due
to contributions from the Fermi-contact spin-dipolar cross term. The variation in2hJiso(N, N) as a function ofrNN is
fit to an exponential decay. The influence ofθ on the coupling constant is less pronounced but must be considered if
experimental coupling constants are to be used for quantitative structure determination. Our results for this simple
model system demonstrate that2hJiso(N, N) is a valuable probe of hydrogen bonding in nucleic acid base pairs.

In solution, indirect nuclear spin-spin coupling con-
stants (‘scalar’ orJ coupling constants) are important
in providing information about the secondary and ter-
tiary structure of biological macromolecules (Marino
et al., 1999; Case, 2000; Mollova and Pardi, 2000).
One of the most spectacular developments in recent
years has been the observation of unexpectedly large
J couplings (∼ 7–10 Hz) between heavy nuclei across
hydrogen bonds. The first such reports were con-
cerned with15N-15N J coupling in RNA (Dingley and
Grzesiek, 1998) and DNA (Pervushin et al., 1998).
Subsequently, an abundance of these couplings have
been detected (e.g., Dingley et al., 1999, 2000; Hennig
and Geierstanger, 1999; Majumdar et al. 1999; Hen-
nig and Williamson, 2000; Pervushin et al., 2000). In
addition to2hJ (N, N), many reports ofJ couplings
across hydrogen bonds involving other nuclei have
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been reported, e.g.,hJ (N, C) (Cordier and Grzesiek,
1999a; Cornilescu et al., 1999a, b; Wang et al., 1999),
2hJ (H, C) (Cordier et al., 1999b),2hJ (H, H) (Fierman
et al., 2000),2hJ (P, H) and3hJ (P, N) (Löhr et al.,
2000; Mishima et al., 2000).

The theory of indirect nuclear spin–spin coupling
was originally developed by Ramsey (1953). The
isotropic coupling constant,Jiso, is equal to one-third
the trace ofJ, a second rank tensor. In its principal
axis system (PAS), the symmetric part of theJ tensor
is diagonal and has up to three independent elements,
J11, J22, andJ33, ordered according to the conven-
tion |J33 − Jiso| ≥ |J11 − Jiso| ≥ |J22 − Jiso|. The
anisotropy,1J , of the tensor is defined asJ33 −
(J11 + J22)/2, and the asymmetry parameter,η, is
given by (J22 − J11)/(J33 − Jiso). The present con-
tribution is focused on elucidating the properties of
the complete2hJ(N, N) tensor. How does the2hJiso(N,
N) coupling constant depend on structure? What is
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Figure 1. Model methyleneimine dimer system used for calcula-
tions of 2hJ(N, N) tensors. The nitrogen-nitrogen separation is
denoted byrNN and the hydrogen bond angle is indicated byθ.

the relative importance of the fourJ coupling mecha-
nisms? Is theJ tensor anisotropic? The latter question
is of importance because one cannot easily separate
direct dipolar interactions from anisotropic indirect
nuclear spin–spin coupling interactions (Bryce and
Wasylishen, 2000a; Wasylishen, 1996). In typical so-
lution NMR experiments, one measures aneffective
dipolar coupling constant,

Reff = RDD −1J/3 (1)

whereRDD is the direct dipolar coupling constant
which varies inversely with the motionally aver-
aged cube of the internuclear distance. To determine
highly accurate internuclear distances from experi-
mental dipolar coupling constants (i.e.,Reff), the influ-
ence of1J must be considered. Also, in principle,1J
will contribute to the efficiency of dipole–dipole re-
laxation (Blicharksi, 1972; Spiess, 1978; Wasylishen,
1996).

In this communication, we present the results
of high-level ab initio multiconfigurational self-
consistent field (MCSCF) calculations of the complete
2hJ(15N, 15N) tensor1 for a simple model system, the
dimer of methyleneimine (Figure 1). Use of this sys-
tem models the2hJ(N, N) tensor of nucleic acid base
pairs, the building blocks of DNA and RNA. It must be
emphasized that accurate high-level ab initio calcula-
tions of completeJ tensors for much larger molecular
fragments are impractical at this time. Also, from a
more fundamental point of view, it is advantageous
to study relatively simple model systems where the
effects of specific variables such as hydrogen bond
length and bond angle may be systematically inves-
tigated. There have been few previous computational
studies of couplings between nitrogen atoms across
hydrogen bonds (Dingley et al., 1999; Scheurer and

1All results reported herein are for15N-15N couplings.

Brüschweiler, 1999; Benedict et al., 2000; Del Bene
et al., 2000a, b; Pecul et al., 2000). Of these studies,
only Pecul and co-workers have employed the MCSCF
approach to calculating2hJiso(N, N).

The MCSCF method for calculatingJ tensors has
been implemented in the Dalton Quantum Chemistry
Program (Helgaker et al., 1997, 1999). In this im-
plementation, all contributions to the coupling tensor
are computed: spin-orbital (diamagnetic, DSO, and
paramagnetic, PSO), spin-dipolar (SD), Fermi-contact
(FC). There is also a FC× SD cross term which con-
tributes to1J but not to Jiso. Recent studies have
established the reliability of the MCSCF technique for
calculating completeJ tensors (Vahtras et al., 1992;
Barszczewicz et al., 1994, 1995; Helgaker et al.,
1998; Kaski et al., 1998, 1999; Bryce and Wasylishen,
2000a, b). For the present calculations, we have em-
ployed the experimental gas-phase geometry of the
methyleneimine monomer (Johnson and Lovas, 1972;
Pearson and Lovas, 1977) and systematically varied
the N-N distance and N-H...N bond angle in the pla-
nar dimer in order to gain a thorough understanding
of the effects of the hydrogen bond geometry on the
properties of the2hJ(N, N) tensor. All MCSCF cal-
culations were carried out using Dalton running on an
IBM RS/6000 workstation with dual 200 MHz proces-
sors. The calculations make use of theCs point group
symmetry of the planar dimer. The wave function was
constructed using the following restricted active space
(RAS): (40/00/10,2/32), where the orbitals are of a′
and a′′ symmetries respectively, and the orbital spaces
are listed in the order (inactive/RAS1/RAS2/RAS3).
Two electrons were allowed to be excited into RAS3.
The cc-pCVDZ basis set has been used in all calcu-
lations; this corresponds to a total of 102 orbitals.
Due to computational limitations inherent to the MC-
SCF technique and inherent to Dalton, the use of
larger basis sets was not feasible for our model system.
Calculation of all of the indirect spin–spin coupling
tensors in the model system required approximately
45 h of CPU time for each geometry; this time
was reduced to 11 h for each geometry if only the
2hJ(N, N) tensor was calculated.

Shown in Figure 2 is a plot of the isotropic and
anisotropic portions of2hJ(N, N) as a function of the
nitrogen-nitrogen separation (rNN), with the N-H...N
angle fixed at 180◦. The magnitude of the isotropic
portion decays exponentially as a function ofrNN
(Equation 2, R2 = 0.9959); however, the fit tends
to get worse for very small values ofrNN. The datum
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Figure 2. Plot of the isotropic (Jiso) and anisotropic (1J ) portions
of 2hJ(N, N) calculated for the model system shown in Figure 1 as a
function of nitrogen-nitrogen separation, with a N-H...N bond angle
of 180◦ and a N-H bond length of 1.02 Å. The data for the isotropic
portion are fit to an exponential decay (the datum atrNN = 2.02 Å
is not included in the fit). The smoothed line connecting the data
points for the anisotropic portion is simply to illustrate the trend.

for rNN = 2.02 Å has not been included in the fits
(Equations 2 and 3).

2hJiso(N,N) / Hz= 9640 exp(−2.73rNN) (2)

rNN/Å = −0.37 ln(2hJiso(N,N))+ 3.36 (3)

An analogous correlation between hydrogen bond
length in proteins and3hJiso(N, C) has been described
by Cornilescu et al. (1999b), based on experimental
data. Typical N-N separations across nucleic acid base
pairs are approximately 2.8–2.9 Å, although there are
cases where the separation can be anomalously small,
e.g., 2.2–2.6 Å (Jursa and Kypr, 1993). The correla-
tion obtained in Equations 2 and 3 is reasonable when
compared to existing experimental data. For example,
the experimentally observed value of2hJiso(N, N) in
Watson–Crick base pairs ranges from approximately
6 to 8 Hz and in Hoogsteen base pairs from about 7
to 10 Hz (Dingley et al., 1999). Employing Equation 2
and standard N-N separations (2.8–2.9 Å) gives values
of 3.5–4.6 Hz for2hJiso(N, N). Using a typical value of
7 Hz for 2hJiso(N, N) in Equation 3 yields a short but
certainly reasonable N-N distance of 2.64 Å. Although
the reliability of calculatedJ tensors has increased
greatly in the past several years (Helgaker et al., 1999),
it should be emphasized that the computational results
(Equations 2 and 3) should not be regarded as being
accurate to better than 10%. Regardless of the com-
putational technique and model system employed, if

Figure 3. Plot of the isotropic (Jiso) and anisotropic (1J ) portions
of 2hJ(N, N) calculated for the model system shown in Figure 1
as a function of N-H...N bond angle, with the Ndonor-H separation
fixed at 1.02 Å and the Nacceptor

...H separation fixed at 1.75 Å. The
smoothed lines serve as guides to the trends.

such a level of accuracy were desired, rovibrational
corrections would be required to account for the fact
that the calculations are performed at the equilibrium
geometry while experimental data are inevitably for
molecules in particular rovibrational states. Addition-
ally, quantitative comparison between experiment and
theory necessitates a consideration of medium effects
on the coupling tensor (Contreras et al., 2000). Such
corrections are beyond the scope of this communica-
tion. Our main intent here is to studytrendsin the J
tensor as a function of hydrogen bond geometry. In-
dependent of the nitrogen-nitrogen distance, the FC
mechanism dominates (97–99%) the isotropic cou-
pling. The dominance of the FC term was also noted
by Del Bene et al. (2000a) and Pecul et al. (2000). It
is important to note, however, that despite this dom-
inance, the anisotropic portion of2hJ(N, N) is not
insignificant compared to2hJiso(N, N) (Figure 2). In
fact, for very long hydrogen bonds, the magnitude of
1J equals and even surpasses the magnitude of the
isotropic portion. Contributions to1J are dominated
by the FC× SD cross term. The asymmetry of theJ
tensor,η, decreases smoothly from 0.47 to 0.20 as the
nitrogen-nitrogen distance is increased over the range
shown in Figure 2.

It has been suggested that the dominant factor in
determining the value of2hJiso(N, N) is the nitrogen-
nitrogen distance (Del Bene et al., 2000a; Pecul et al.
2000). To test this hypothesis, we have also carried
out calculations of2hJ(N, N) as a function of the
N-H...N bond angle, while holding the Ndonor-H and
Nacceptor

...H separations fixed at 1.02 Å and 1.75 Å, re-
spectively. The results are presented in Figure 3. When
the angle is reduced from 180◦ to 170◦, there is a slight
decrease in the value of2hJiso(N, N). However, as the
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angle is diminished further, to 140◦, 2hJiso(N, N) in-
creases to 8.3 Hz. The FC mechanism dominates theJ
tensor regardless of the N-H...N bond angle. The value
of 1J is less sensitive to the bond angle than isJiso,
and remains constant at about 3 Hz. Majumdar and co-
workers (1999) have reported a comparatively small
value for 2hJiso(N, N) in an A-A mismatch segment
of DNA (2.45 Hz); it has been proposed (Majumdar
et al., 1999; Dingley et al., 2000) that the reason for
the reduced value of the coupling constant is due to
an unusual hydrogen bond geometry. In addition to
the possibility that the N-N distance in the A-A mis-
match is simply longer than in typical nucleic acid
base pairs, consideration of the data presented in Fig-
ure 3 indicates that a slight deviation from linearity of
the hydrogen bond (∼ 170◦) could also contribute to
the reduced value of2hJiso(N, N).

Although the anisotropy of2hJ(N, N) is small for
all of the geometries considered here, it is nevertheless
important to specify the orientation of the tensor in the
molecular framework. For a nitrogen-nitrogen sepa-
ration of 3.02 Å in a linear hydrogen bond, we find
the principal components of the symmetric part of the
2hJ(N, N) tensor to be:J11 = 0.93 Hz,J22= 1.07 Hz,
J33 = 2.00 Hz. In its PAS, the tensor is oriented such
that J22 is perpendicular to the dimer plane andJ33
is approximately along the vector connecting the two
nitrogen nuclei.

As a testament to the remarkable magnitude of
2hJiso(N, N) observed in nucleic acid base pairs, we
consider that prior to the observation of these cou-
plings, one of the largest known two-bond nitrogen-
nitrogen couplings was through covalent bonds in
urea, 2Jiso(N, N) = ± 5.1 Hz (Stilbs and Forsén,
1976). To our knowledge, the largest2hJiso(N, N) re-
ported to date is 11.0± 1.0 Hz between the imidazole
rings of histidine bases in sperm whale apomyoglobin,
pH= 4.9 (Hennig and Geierstanger, 1999). Given that
the largest known two-bond proton-proton coupling is
found in formaldehyde (2Jiso(H, H)= 41 Hz) (Shapiro
et al., 1963; Pople and Bothner-By, 1965), it is reason-
able to assume that2Jiso(N, N) is relatively large in
urea since these two compounds have similar geome-
tries. MCSCF calculations of2J(N, N) in urea (C2v;
RAS:3100/0000/5421/4321; cc-pCVTZ) indicate that
2Jiso(N, N) is +5.9 Hz, thus providing the sign of
this coupling and showing good agreement with ex-
periment. The calculations show that the coupling is
dominated by the FC mechanism; however, given the
N-N distance of 2.3 Å (Swaminathan et al., 1984), it is
clear that the simple correlation between2hJiso(N, N)

andrNN shown in Figure 2 and Equations 2 and 3 can-
not be extended to include two-bond N-N couplings in
σ-bonded systems.

In summary, this first-principles investigation of
2hJ(N, N) in the methyleneimine dimer has provided
insight into the relative importance of the various cou-
pling mechanisms and the dependence of both the
isotropic and anisotropic portions on local molecu-
lar structure. In agreement with previous studies, we
find that the nitrogen-nitrogen distance is dominant
in determining2hJiso(N, N) across hydrogen bonds;
however, if highly accurate correlations are to be made
between2hJiso(N, N) and local molecular structure,
consideration of the hydrogen bond angle is also nec-
essary.2hJiso(N, N) provides a measure of hydrogen
bond strength insofar as it is related to hydrogen bond
length. The general conclusions reached regarding
the properties of2hJ(N, N) and the dependence of
2hJiso(N, N) on local molecular structure should be
applicable to similar systems of biological relevance,
specifically nucleic acid base pairs.
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